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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Scholaships Set
For Swedish Tour

Lobos Still Fifth

on

After two big wins over New
Americans of Swedish descent
may apply for one of 22 scholar- Mexico State and the University
ships to be awarded by the Swed- of Texas-El Paso, the New Mexiish Folk high schools. Nine co Lobos still remain in the fifth
months of study in Sweden while spot in the United Press Internaliving with families, intensive tional major college basketball
language instruction, tutoring, poll.
The Aggies, despite two conand education at tbe Folk high
secutive losses to the Lobos and
schools are included.
Each $500 scholarship covers
one-fourth of the total $2000 fee.
Town Club
For more information, write the
Town Club, the only indepenScandinavian Seminar, 140 West dent social sorority for women on
57th Street, New York, N.Y. campus, had pledged seven coeds
10019.
for the spring semester. The
pledges are: Marjorie Buck, Lynn
Kleinsteuber, Priscilla L u c e r o,
Norma Marin, Sue Ann Thorne,
Mary Evelyn Vigil .and Valerie
Whiting.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES·

WANT ADS

4 Une ad., 65~ times, $2.00. Insertion;
mus~ be. submitted by noon on day before
~ubi•CJitl'!n .to Room 169, Student Publications Bulldmg, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
SERVICES
WILL. BABYSIT in my home or <omPa~lon to ~ Year old girl, on l'EgU}ar
basm. morntngs or 3 days a week. Near
UNM. CaD 268-ll659.
TYPING WANTED: 10 years experience
technical typing. 35¢ pr page, 36¢ with
paper. CaD anytime 298-86•L
HELP WANTED

liiALE help wanted. Auditor trainee bookkeeping background. 3 P.Jn.-11 p.m~. $L25
hr. to s~rt. Mountain States Employ.
ment First Nat'l Bank Bldg. Down

Town.

.T~UltNALISM Student to ll88ist on start,.
1ng new small magazine. Part time.
Phone 842-9514..
TEACH at a Negro college. Graduate
students wijlr:M..A.'s are urgently needed
for. ~demu: year and summer teaching
Pos1t10ns. The Southern Education Pro~am .. a private, non-profit organization

With ~ntacts at 94 colleges, can place
YOU qUickly and free Of Chatge. Write
Southern Education Program
859%
Hunter Street, N.W. Atlanta 'Georgia
30314.
•
•

PERSONALS
PER!!ONALITY POSTERS, l'sycbedeUc,
Ski Posters &; Buttons. If we don't
bavc them, then you don't need them
Send for Samples &; List. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop 4609 E
Colfax, Denver, Colorado 8022'0.
·

COMING again soon l ! I Abe ollicioua intermeddler meets the vexatious litigant 1!!
PLAYBOY subscription stiD available at
low stod~nt rates. Call:vour campus rep.
resentat1ve at 247-9082.
FOR RENT
ONE ~room apartment. $75. 311 Yale
SE. N•cely furnished and private Patio
Call 26/i-6771.
•
ROOMMATE needed. male. Four Seasons
Apts. 207, 120 Cornell Dr. $54. Per
month. One block from camp113 Call
8452. 2/12-16.
•

FOR SALE
A DARK BROWN medium length Wig
inc!uding wjg cue and brush. Worn o~
3 times. Will sell !or $100. Call 277-3198
after 12 :30 noon :M..W F or w··'·en~2/9·15.
• •
""" ~.
BY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, fireplace. extra
]g. garage ful)y finished w/h &: a/c
work bench &; sink. Elec kitchen'
beautiful carp~ts &: drapes, 2 baths:
Conv. loan. Pnced FHA appraisaL Ap..
prox. $300ll. wiD handle. Call mornings
or eves after 4 p.m. Owner leaving state
299-51!65.
1966 BillCK Wildcat convertible. Like
new, mau:v extras. Must selL 296-3681
277-4538. 2/8-14..
•
LOST
LARGE REWARD OFFERED for return
of silver gray miniature French Poodle
Lost near UNll campus on Th~·
Feb. 8. Anyone having infonnation con:
cerning this pet Plea!le call 247-9709
after 6 p.m. or 299-1656

~

UPI Poll

The UNM freshman basketball
team, the Wolfpups, and Coach
Bob Leigh will attend the Harlem
Globetrotter game T h u r s d a y
night at University Arena as
guests of the Albuquerque Jaycees.
The Globetrotters will take on
the Washington Generals at 8
p.m. A variety half-time show
will be included in the program,
Advance tickets are on sale at
the Arena box office.

Loyola of Chicago, retained 12th 69 and Utah 72-66 at University
place in the rankings. Loyola is Arena and is now leading the
tied with Wyoming for 17th WAC title race with a 4-1 record.
place.
Wyoming, second in the league at
St. Bonaventure, one of the two 3-2, hosts the Lobos at Lal'amie
undefeated teams in the top ten, on March 1 in the fourth game to
now occupies the fourth position be televised regionally by KOATin the rankings held by the Lobos TV.
earlier in the season. New Mexico
fell out of the fourth spot in both
1
major college polls after a 69-68
loss to Arizona. The Lobos' season record is now 19-1.
Houston, 21-0, the Bruins from
UCLA, 18-1, and North Carolina,
Three freshman baseball play17-1, round out the top five. Tennessee, Columbia, Kentucky, Van- ers Joe Daniels, Rudy Chavez and
derbilt, and Duke complete the Hal Hames have been declared ineligible this spring because of
second five.
scholastic difficulties.
The Lobos begin the toughest
Daniels turned down a large
stretch of the season Friday when
bonus
bid from the Philadelphia
they travel. to Provo to play Brig"
UNM Dames Club
to play at UNM and was
Phillies
The Kappa Chapter of the UNM ham Young University in a must expected by coach Bob Leigh to
conference
battle.
Saturday
night,
Dames Club will meet Thursday
start at an outfield position. Danat 7:30p.m. in room 250 A&B of New Mexico tangles with Utah in iels hit over .500 at Las Cruces
the Union. Plans for the Spring another crucial game. The BYU high last year.
Tea and the Tupperware Party contest will be televised on
Chavez, also an outfielder, and
will be discussed. All women at- KOAT-TV beginning at 7:30
p.m.
Hames,
a shortstop, were memtending UNM, and wives of stubers
of
Manzano's state chamNew Mexico defeated BYU 84dents and faculty are invited.
pionship team last year.
Cliff Ling, another freshman,
has transferred to North Dakota.
Close Decisions Take Dual Match

Leigh s Baseball
Suffers Setback

Lobo Grapplers Lose 2 in Colorado;
UNM s Season Record Drops to 9-8
1

Lobo wrestlers lost two close
decisions to Colorado schools over
the past weekend and drdpped
their season record to 9-8 in dual
match competition.

Gymnastics Tearn

Defeats Arizona
Led by Tom Galioto, Stormy
Eaton, Bob Smith, and Bob Clayton, the UNM Lobo gymnastics
team defeated five-time Western
At h 1 e tic Conference champion
Arizona Friday 185.40 to 181.55.
The loss was the first for Arizona
gymnasts in WAC history.
The
Lobos beat Arizona
Saturday night 188.35 to 180.6 to
up their season record to 4-0 in
dual meet competition. New Mexico wiU meet the University of
Oklahoma Friday in Norman.
Results of the meet with WAC
champion Arizona were;
Floor Exen:ise-1. Jeff Brennon, UA,
9.2 ; 2. Stormy Eaton, UNll, 9.0; 3. Gene
Vorh..,., UA, ll-75.
Side Hone-L Tom Galioto. UNH. 9.4;
2. Bennon, UA, 9.06 ; Blaise Blasko UNll
8..6..
•
•
Rings--L Pat Arnold, UA, 9.55; 2. (tiel
Dave Carriere. lJNJI, and Bennon, UA, 9..3..
Trampoline-L Eaton, UNH. 9.2; 2. Bob
Smith, UNll, 9.1; 3 • .Tim Ro:vce. 8.3.
Long Home-L Vorb....,, UA. 9.4; 2.
Blasko, UNll. 9.2 ; 3. Smith, UNH, 9.15.
ParaJiel Bars--L Smith. UNM, 9.2: 2.
Bob :Manna., UNM. 9.1; 3.. Bennon. UA.
8.85.
High Bar--I. Bob Clayton, UN:M, 9.2;
2. Vorhees, UA, 9.1: 3. Bob Shirk. UA
9.. 0.
'
AD-Arotllld--L Bennon, a3.30: 2. Jim
Hruban, UN:M, 49.15.

Western Colorado State College beat the Lobos. 17-12 Friday
in Gunnison and Colorado State
edged UNM 18-13 in Boulder Saturday.
Curtis Wilson, 123 pounds, and
Rudy Griego, 137, each picked up
two victories. Rick Ortega scored
a pin over his Colorado State opponent in the 167-pound class.
Results of both matches were
(UNM listed first) Western
State 123 - Curtis Wilson dec.
John Vigil, 6-0; 130 - Jim Serrano dec. by Glen Younger, 8-2;
137-Rudy Griego dec. John Olds,
13-0; 145 - Dale Scott dee. by
Dan Salyer, 3-0; 152-Bill Kirby
dec. Jim Snyder, 4-G; 160-Jim
Gilliam dec. Sam Uhrick, 6-2; 167
-Rick Ortega dec. by Ted Hart,
8-2; 177- Floyd Shade dec. by
John Nelson, 3-2; Hw- Roger
Brown pinned by Tom Beeson,
2:25.
Colorado State (UNM listed
first} - 123 - Wilson dec. Mike
Doyle, 13-8; 130 - Serrano dec.
by Bill Komlosk, 11-2; 137-Griego dee. by Pete Nord, 10-8; 145Scott dec. by Conrad Metcalf, 7-0;
152-Kirby dec. by Jim Ortega,
10-5; 160---Gilliam dec. by Mark
Clark, 6-4; 167- Ortega pinned
Jack Haapin, 7:59; 177-Shade
dec. by Bob Justice, 12-3; HwRoger Brown won by forfeit.

Listen to KUNM
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P.ups to See Game
As Jaycee Guests
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tv'leals Served
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SKI VALLEY

for reservations co. li Toas
758-4620

~
~
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Department of the Interior
Bureau of Mines Helium Activity
Amarillo, Texas
Interview for Chemical, Mechanical, and Petroleum Engineers;
Chemists ,and Physicists
Graduating Seniors and Advanced Degrees
Wednesday, February 21, 1968

Sign up at Placement Center
Equal Opportunity Employer

LOOKING
for something

NEW?
Here it is on
newsstands now

the magazine
with an eye on
the college scene

ENGINEERING GRADUATES·
The Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor Works, East Chicago, Indiana
invites you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the
specific job description in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives

will be on your campus on THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1968

Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

,....

~

INLAND

(Th.i8 i8 the third in tt series of
articles by prominent Americwns
giving their views on The Cfmdition of the Americttn Spirit today.
The writers include social critic
Ma;rya Mannes, FBI Director J.
Edgttr Hoover, h.i8toria<n Arthur
Schlesinger Jr., civil-rights leader BfliJ/ard Rustin, Father James
J. Kavana~~gk, noveli8t Saul Bellow, Rev. Billy Graham and pay.
clwamalyBt Erich. Fromm.)
WE. HAVE passed that season
in American life again when
many people, mostly whites, seem
suddenly aware that they live in
a country plagued by racial tensions. It wouldn't be true to say
they were not aware of it all
along, since it would be impossible for anyone to spend a week,
let alone a ·lifetime, in this so-

I AM NOT ignoring the millions of white Americans who
have strongly and consistently
supported the restoration of full

V,7
~

INLAID 8TRBL COMPANY
llfDWfA HILUOB WOW

EAST CHICAGO. INDIAJfA

0

.We are an Equal Opportunity Employer in the>Plans for Progress Pro(lram

dignity for black Americans. But
they have been, and remain, a
small minority. And in spite of
their efforts, and in spite of our
own, the essential quality of
American life, so far as Negroes
are concerned, remains one of injustice and indignity.
The majority of white Americans do not seem aware of how
deep a responsibility they share
in the making and the future
breaking of these tensions. One
has only to loo!t at the way they
respond when the centuries of
Negro frustration boils over occasionally into one form of violent
behavior or another. From Reconstruction, up through the modern protest movement, right up
to the current period of urban disorder, white society bas been more
quick to invoke the police power
than the remedy of social program. The most recent example

of this was the derision and
laughter with which our congressmen greeted proposals for a rateradication program in our ghettoes. While they were laughing,
the rats were still biting Negro
babies and the anger of the black
ghettoes was still mounting. This
reflected a sickness of spirit and
an appalling. insensitivity to the
degrading conditions in which
people live. On the other hand,
our lawmakers rushed vigorously
to the support of a riot bill aimed
specifically at suppressing Negroes.

NOR DO THE majority of
Americans seem aware of how
high a place violence occupies in
the American spirit. It is the
same spirit that raped Africa and
brought millions of humans here
in chains; that took land away
from the Indians by subterfuge,

force, and treaties that were not
honored; that made the gunman •
a hero of the national ethos and
the national virility; that eradicated the beautiful old animals
from the plains; that tolerated
gangsterism as a national way of
life; that grave birth to organizations like the KKK-a white
protestant group dedicated to
God and country but which perpetrated the most -.nspeakable
atrocities against human beings
with black skirts. While, in the
context, his was a destructive
statement, this is precisely what
Rap Brown meant when he reminded the country that violence
was as American as cherry pie.

.-

NOT ONLY is the society built
on violence, but it also, for those
purposes it deems to be in the
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

ciety and not be, But they eer-·
tain!y act as if it were a surprising discovery, as if racial tension
were a nuisance created exclusively by lawless Negroes, without reason or juatification.
One might as well make some
obvious points right away,
Though Negroes may be the chief
barometers of race tension in
our society, they are not the chief
authors of it, and they certainly
are not the ones who have done
most to nourish it. 'rhe credit for
that belongs to white Americans.
It is they who sowed the seed of
bitterness during slavery and it
is they who have refused ever
since to restore the full human
rights and dignity of Negroes.

UnSQW

~ * $4 for the first niaht.

~ * $3 oer niaht thereafter

By BAYARD RUSTIN
© 1967, Newsday,lne.

37'3",7 8"9

.4 * Accommodations for 10
4 niahtlv

Lobos Hold Loss Mark
WAC record for most consecutive road game losses in the conference is 12 straight by New
Mexico in 1965-66-67. But Arizona State now has lost 10 in a
row to date.

SATIRE • HUMOR
CARTOONS
SHORT STORIES
COED GATEFOLD
LOTS MORE

~

Ski lodge

1968

famous international dishes

(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,·
French, German, and others ... )
lunch 11:30-2:30 dinner 5:3o-g:3o
413 Romero St.·N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
of Old Town Plaza
242-4986

Listen to KUNM

Violence Termed High in American Spirit

r-
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Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial freedom
Vol. 71

Thursday,February1~1968

Lobby 'Effective,'
U. Senators Hear l

············~

No.63

l-like May Affect
Foreign Students

UNM student lobbyists were
"effective" in Santa Fe this week
By DAN BRUMBELOW
in attempts to prevent the legisJohn
Bakas, director of the Inlature's passage of non-resident '
ternational Center at UNM, said
tuition increases, Associated Stuyesterday that he fears a drop in
dents President John Thorson
the number of foreign students at
said at last night's Senate meetUNM is likely to result from the
ing.
$120 a year non-resident tuition
The tuition hike received a dohike proposed by the State legispass recommendation ~from the
lature.
"Fo1: one thing inflation is
New Mexico Senate Finance Comsoaring in many foreign cotmmittee yesterday, but "the vote
tries, and it takes more foreign
was only '7-6, and I think the lobmoney to make a dollar," he said.
by was effective," Thorson said.
He indicated that this could cause
Thorson and lobbyist Terry Calquite a financial problem for some
vani addressed the committee
students.
Tuesday night and presented a
"Why should students come to
petition protesting the proposed
UNM when they could attend
tuition increase signed by 1200
more widely known universities
UNM students.
for similar costs?" asked Bakas.
-.,;v._,'- - ~~<
EACH STUDENT senator will
He added that a main attraction
....... '-~~..... _.:___._,.~-~~ .. ·-~----.-~ ...... ~-- -~"--- __.. _______
be asked to keep in close contact
of UNM for foreign students is
with three to five campus organiu~;:-·8:rt;~E;T;· EXAMINE literature disp~ayed ~ the Union that they can get a break in exzations under provisions of the lobby Tuesday as part of the Asociated Students cam~aign to. block penses here. "A $60 a ~er_nes~r
first bill of the second session of passage of a non-resident tuition increase. The rate hike. recei~edtha increase could severely hmit this
Senate enacted at last night's do-pass recommendation from the Senate Finance Com!'uttee o • • e advantage," he said.
meeting.
There are 38'7 international stulegislature yesterday, however. Students were asked to sign a petJtl.on
Associated Students Vice-Presi- protesting the $120-a-year tuition increase and were urged to write dents at UNM. They represent
dent Bill Carr said the bill "is state legislators. (Photo by Pawley)
'12 countries, coming chiefly from
designed to make it easier for
Southeast Asia and Latin Amerimembers of the student body to
ca. Some 25 per cent of these
keep in touch with Senate." Carr
students are on scholarships or
will assign senators to act as
assistantships. The rest of the
liaisons.
students depend on their own reSENATE ALSO approved withsources to finance their educadrawal of $200 from the Associattion.
ed Students reserve fund to fiGerald Slavin, dil'ector of Innance the cheerleading squad's
ternational Services for UNM,
trip to Utah for two basketball
Published reports that affiliates war may possibly have a chance Choice '68
games this weekend.
Sen. Ernie R o m e r o voted of the American Civil Liberties of being defended on a civil rights
Union, including New Mexico, basis, said Phillips.
against the allocation.
This is also true in the case of
have
split on a position that civil
In other action, senators voted
to admit holders of activity cards rights can not be used as a basis the conscientious objector who refrom member schools of the New for defense of civil disobedience fuses to go to war, he said.
(Continued on page 2)
Mexico Association of College are untrue, Paul Phillips, a local
Student Governments to ASUNM lawyer, said last night.
Students will get a chance to
sponsored events for equal adState affiliates have not drifted
vote in a nation-wide college 1968
mission prices.
from the ACLU executive board
presidential primary April 24 as
Pres, Thorson told senators that position that civil disobedience
the Time-Magazine sponsored
(Continued on page 3)
"Choice 1968" comes to UNM.
cannot be presented as a civil
Tod Delaney, UNM campus repliberties question, he said.
.
•
of T'Ime 's "Ch oice
Dr. Robert B. Voas, present representat 1ve
"WHOEVER WROTE the artisaid
plans
are
being
made
1968"
cle that appeared in the New deputy director of the office ~f
York Times did not get the facts selection for the Peace Corps m for the primary which will ask
right," said Phillips, who is an Washington, will hold an informal students to choose their three top
attorney for the New Mexico meeting with returned peace corps choices for President in a nationvolunteers from UNM tonight at wide poll of 1000 colleges and uniACLU.
A new column, State of Affairs,
9
at the Highway House, 3200 versities.
He
said
that
several
affiliates
by nationally known journalist
The poll is being conducted to
have
taken
different
approaches
Central
S.E., room 104.
Clayton Fritchey, will be featured
examine
tlle political feelings of
Dr. Voas will discuss Peace
three times weekly in The Lobo, to a basic opinion outlined by the
more
than
five million college stuCorps policies on the draft and
national ACLU board.
beginning today.
• .
In
the
ACLU
opinion
civil
disdents.
programs
for
degree
credit
:for
Fritchey's column will mterTime magazine has selected a
pret news and clarify actions of obedience was defined as violating Peace Corps service as well as board of college students who are
the
law
by
rebellion,
riots,
or
viosome
of
the
other
programs
the
the meln who make news.
meeting in New York City this
Fritchey bl'ings with him a long lations of constitutional laws, Peace Corps is currently involved week to determine a slate of can•
Phillips
said.
This
opinion
leaves
in.
list of journalistic, political and
Dr. Voas said there are about didates and th~.; wording of three
diplomatic
work
experience. open those occasions whero civil
disobedience
violates
unconstitu50 men an~ women now enrolled referendum issues which will also
Among other things, he is a
tional
laws.
at
UNM who have returned from be included, Delaney said.
former assistant to Pt•esident TruThe candidate slate will include
active
Peace Corps service. MemFOR EXAMPLE an individual
man and the late Ambassador
the announced candidates, plus
all
bers
of
the
recruting
team
curAdlai Stevenson. His last position who for reasons of conscience refrequently
mentioned choices in
rently
on
campus
will
also
be
on
fused
to
pa;l'
his
taxes
because
he
was with the United States Misthe 1968 presidential race.
answer
questions.
hand
to
feels
the
mone;l'
will
be
used
for
sion to the United Nations.
>

,_ __

ACLU-Split: Reports
Untrue, Lawyer Says

agreed with Bakas. "It would
definitely be an added burden on
the students. I would hate to see
it happen," he said.
Slavin also spoke of the inflation problem. "India has 1:ecently
devalued its monetary unit, the
ruby, This could have a serious
etiect on BQnle 40 <:>:l our :foreign'
students," he said.
Slavin also pointed to possible
hardships that the tuition in- .
crease could have on married for--·"
eign students. There are at least
40 international students at UNM
who are married. Under current
immigration laws, wives of most
foreign students cannot work in
the United States.
"It may take some students
longer to graduate, as they may
have to take fewer hours or work
more each semester," Slavin said.
He added that he is hopeful that
more assistantships and scholarships will open for such students.
One foreign student, Frank Jacome, from Equador, said that he
would definitely consider continuing his education at another university if the tuition increase is
passed. "I feel that since I pay
taxes to New Mexico through
sales tax and others, I should not
have to pay so much more to attend a state supported university," he said.

U. Students Will Get Chance to Vote
In Nationwide Presidential Primary

Corps Draft Views
Topic of Discussion

New Series Will Run
Three Times Weekly·

Delaney said he is now looking
for groups on campus to sponsor
campaigns at UNM for the!r
presidential favorite. Delaney said
be hoped that students in Young
Democrats and Young Republicans would agree to run meetings
and rallies for candidates prior to
the UNM primary.
.,,..
He asked student groups who wish to support a candidate in the
UNM presidential primary to contact the student government secretary, Mrs. Ida McGinn, upstairs
in the Union.
Time Magazine wil provide uniform ba!Iots which will ask students their age, party affiliation or
preference, and their three top
choices for President, as well as
opinions on the referendum questions.
After the primary the results
will be tabulated into local, statewide regional, and nationwide
stati~tics which will be available
to anyone, Delaney said.

-·---

·~--~-------~---
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(Continued
1)
The
national from
ACLpage
u believes
that civil disobedience of valid
•
of private
laws, such as those
.
property and public access, is not
defendable.. People who tried to
block publ1c areas or trespass

d

s
b rxeve bth e b·<lrmng
·
f
J::e
de
r
car bs m. ay e tak?n by some
0

as a sym ()11c
r·1ght of f ree
does not have
f rmge
·
on free
ing h

expression of the
speech • Congress
the ri h
.
~ 0 In~
speech gbyt tmpos~
I't'
d:a;:
IF LITIGATION in the .courts
c n
tabr h
w~ es. • IS. new 1;1r_ecedents
b e:ret. CJdVldl ~lgthttshprovlsions can
e ex en e m o ese areas "the
nati()nal board will hail l·t's af
· .
·
ill1ates' success as an advance for
justice" Phillipa said
.
' .
•
In specific cases, the New York
ACLU ha:; challenged the draft
~s unconstitutioD;al because there
IS a lack of natiOnlll emergency,
and the g overnmen t h as not
shown that t~e~e is no alternative
method of ra1smg an army Phillips sax'd
'
.
· · Th e N ew y ork group
IS
now looking for a test case on
this position.
•
A South. Caro1ma
.
a ffil'late 1s

~::~::r~ ~~~p::t;~:l~1toe~ ~~~ :a~~-d~a~r:~~:i~
fense on a civil rights basis.
BUT THE national ACLU state
ment is only a position and otbe;
affiliates feel that Jitig~tion 1·n the
courts may decide whether some
of th s
· ts
be d f d d
e ? pou~ can . e e? e
on a CIVIl rxghts basis, Phillips
said.
'- Th
t'
1 A
th le n~hlo:a
_CLU 1regards
ov:r
r: i;t~~u~ft~ :h~ ~~les
·v S . g
'f th
e ectl · e tierv1ce b.
even 1
ey are con:~~:~1 ~u;h~llector~d as constitu•
1 IPS sa1 .
But aome
· t . affiliates feel that
even. regiS erm~ for the Selective
SerVIce may violate a person's
conscience, he said.

::to

U. Cheerleaders Encourage Students
To Display Support by Making Signs

'

r

Barbour emphasized the impor~
tanee of both weekend contests in
WAC standings. The UNM Boosters Club last night gave $100 and
Student Senate allocated $200 to
help send the cheerleaders and
the Chaparrals to the games.
sa t ur.day's gamew:Ith
·
·
Utah wlll
be regionally televised as the
WAC game of the week.

Tomasson Publishes

Scandinavia Study
Dr. Richard _F. Tomasson, professor and ehauman of the UNM
sociology department, is coauthor of an article which appears in the current issue of
"Daedalus," the journal of the
American Academy .of Arts and
Sciences.
The article is entitled "Stability and St,..ains in Scandinavian
Student Polities.'' The co-author
is Erik Allardt. Specific examples
of trends and developments in
student activity in Scandinavia
are detailed.
Tommasson's article notes the
"unmistakable signs of strains
between the students and the traditional social forces" in Scandinavia.

Phil Harper
6:00-10:00 om
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If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
,_ "" Or Your Career •••
Consult

COLLEGE CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE
124 Washington SE

OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
Margherita M. Henning, Ph.D.

TODAY •.• IN THE- BELLAS HESS

European Studies "A~PUS SPOTLIGHT
--\
-\
. --

Open to Students

Students from a c r o s s the
United States can enroll in new
co'?rses being ofl'e,..ed in Europe
th1s summer by the American
Language and Educational Center of Michigan State University.
Political science will be taught
at London, England, L11usanne,
Switzerland, and Florence, Italy.
Also scheduled are courses in huJ:l1anities and graduate education
at London. The courses are taught
by MSU professors in residence
and supplemented by experts in
these subject fields.
Enrollment deadline for these
courses has beeen extended to
March 11. Credit and noncredit
language programs in Europe
are also open to qualified students
in the program, with the deadline set at May 1.
Interested studenta can obtain
more information by contacting
the A'MLEC office, 107 Center for
International Programs, Michi~
gan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48823.

·Concert Hall lists
5 Upcoming Shows
Several perfo).'mances spotlight
the February schedule in the Concert Hall. The Albuquerque Symphony will perform with the
Youth Conce,_.t; Feb. 24 at 2 p.m.
''Spoon River" will be P'-'esented tonight by the U. of A. drama
department. "The Roar of the
Greasepaint'' will round out February on Feb. 29 and March 1, at
8:15p.m.
The travel adventure film, "Israel" is to be shown Feb. 23 at
7:30 p.m., and the Man:~:ano high
school Festival of Music will be
presented Feb. 27 at 8 p.m.

.

.

.

College Favorite

Gillette Teehmatic
RAZOR
I. 93

reg. 2.95 ••. Now

Open your
Budget·Ah:l
Credit

Drug Dept.

(Hungarian, Dutch1 Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11:30-2:30 dinner 5:3o-g:3o
413 Romero St.·N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
of Old Town Plaza
242-4986
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BELLASHESS

Zudick received a degree in poli¥
because I do not do the. flattedng
usual type of portrait. I feel tical science and economics from
photography is an art, and I
UNM in 1950, and bas been em~
portray the artist as I see him ployed at Sandia Corp. since
in his working environment."
1952. He studied photography
Practicing artists in the exhibit with Ansel Adam:; of Carmel,
will include Peter Hurd, Ray- Calif., and with Minor White at
mond Jonson, Louis Ribak Emil the Massachusetts Institute of
Bist~ram, Andrew Dasburg, Ted Technology,
Egrt, Dole Reed, Janet Lippencott, Howard Schlester, Eljot Porter, Todd Webb, Laura Gilpin,
Garo Antreasian, Clinton Adams
Paul Wright, and Van Dere~
Coke.
MOST OF the works are in
black and white, which Zudick
prefe).'s to color photography.
They range in size from 11 by 14
inches to 30 by 40 inches.

(Continued from page 1)
of 41 programs proposed at the
beginning of the fall session 23
had been completed or initiated
or had been abandoned . after
study,
"WE CANNOT let up now be·
cause we are just underway. During the second session we must
carry out programs now set up
and lay groundwork for next
year's administration," he said.
Creation of the 1968-69 budget
is the most impo,..tant job of the
second session, Thorson said. "In
no other form can as much policy
be written as in a budget," he
told senators.
"THIS BUDGET will be the
hardest to pass in the history of
the Associated Students," Thorson warned. Students are not
aware of the nature and purpose
of financial planning and do not
understand the budget, he said.
In addition, Thorson said, there
is "a movement off-campus to do
away with student administration of funds."
Thorson requested Senate to
establish a committee to publici?:e
and intexpret the ASUNM budget.

He has exhibited works at the
Quivera G..Uery here, at the Museum of Modern Art in Oakland,
Calif., and at the University of
·Arizona, and has had a traveling
show at Army and Air Force
bases throughout the western half
of the United States.

Feeling A Little Shaggy?
Try

Ben's Barber Shop
and Hairstyling
Featuring
Razor-Cuts

Lobby 'Effective,'
U~ Senators Heor

265-8288

8:45-6:00

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

Blow Yourself

Up

To

POSTER SIZE
2. ft." X 3 ft.

Get your own BLO-UP Photo
Poster. Send ony Black and White
or Color Photo from wallet si:z:e
to 8 x I 0, or any negative from
21,4 x 21,4 to 4 x 5 inches. We
will send you a 2 ft. x 3 ft.
BLO-UP . . . perfect POP ART
poster. $4.95 Ppd,
Send any Block and White or
Color Photo from 4" x 5" to 8'!,
x 10" or ony negative 21,4 x··
31A to 4" x 5", we will send
you a 3 ft. x 4 ft. BLO-UP
$7.95 Ppd.
Add N.Y. or N.J. Sales Tax
No C. 0. D.
Send Check or Money Order to:

Ivy Enterprises, Inc.
431 - 70th St.

Come Early!

Dept.139 GuHenberg, lit. J,
Original Photo or Negative
returned.
Contact us to be Blo-Up Rep.
on your Campus

(across from the Triangle)
2914 Central S.E.
255-4371

•
•

Pssst.
Wanna buy a revealing glimpse
of student life in Europe for a buck?

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
9-9 Saturday

DEPARTMENT STORE

10-6 Sunday

Corner Menaul & Carlisle

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS!

aHtbe

Bi~?

Then took at m<~nufactured graphite-one of the tesset·knoWn substances
though few can match its versatility.
'
In ~raphlte technology, many new worlds crY out to be conquered. f'or
graph1te has endless and growing uses-In making electric furnace steels and
foundrY metals,. in mold~ and e<~stlngs, in metal fabricating, In producing
nuclear en~rgy, m cat_hod1c protection, in many chemical processes Including
chlor-alkal~ el~ctrolys1s, as a refractory, In rocket motors, and in countless
other apphcabons. No matter what your Interest, graphite will lead you to it.
With us: you will be a member of a closely-knit team, not just a digit.
Resf)Onslb1llty and authority are quickly delegated as earned-and our steady
rate of expansion constantly creates up·the·ladder opportunities.
INTERVI_EWS ON CAMPUS Consult your placement off lee promptly to arrange
an inte!VIeW date. AGreat Lakes Carbon placement advisor will be on campus.,.

,,

Photog,..aphs of 35 New Mexico
artists will go on display Sunday,
~eb. 18, at the Jonson Gallery,
1n a new show by Thomas E.
.Zudick,
A reception will honor the
photographer from 3 to 6 p.m. at
the gallery, 1909 Las Lomas. Road
NE,
Zudick has been working on
this project for more than two
years. His picture-portraits are
not reserved only f()r studio oil
painters, howeve,_., He also includes sculptors, musicians, composers, photographers, lithog,..aphers, poets, and writers.
"I THINK many New Mexicans
aren't aware of our state's greatest asset--its !lreative people, the
artists, scientists, and such,"
Zudick says. "I've heard the comment that my pietu,..es 'make artists look so real, so hard.' That's

?11??11?1

cire::.o~: :i:et~~k t~~r;i~~a~r-~~~~~~:

For Weekend Contests

UNM students not able to attend the U!ah o;r: BYU games this
weekend WII~ have an opportunity
to. s~IOV.: theJr S:?PPO~t by making
spmt s1gns which will be put up
by the UNM cheerleaders.
?ohn Barb?ur, head yell-leader,
aa1d that smce many students
from UNM will not be able to attend the games the cheerleaders
are encouraging all campus organizations and individual groups
to make posters for the games.
"This is one way to show our
continued support," said Barbour.
He added that all posters should
be no larger than three feet by
two feet and should be turned in
to the secretary in the activities
cente).' of the Union by noon tomorrow. The cb.eerleaders and tne
Chaparrals will leave at 1 p.m.
tomorrow.

·
contestmg
the constitutionality of
the Vietnamese Wllr ()n the
d th t c
h d f '1 d
groun
to ot s a d ongres
I
t' a f a1 e
"!' • e on. a ec ara IOn o war,
Ph1lhps
said. affiliate has agreed
The Mass
·
·

fin, who ~ere r~cent!Y 1!ld1cted
for conspuacy m VIolation of
draft laws. The Mass, ACLU feels
that the indictment infringes on
S k'
d C ffin' · ht f f
poe hs panh'll' o
~drig o ree
speec
1 IPS sa1 .
THE
·
d f d' NEthW Jer:;eyf ACLUd xst
e en Ing e case o a stu en
who ).'efused to register for the
draft because he felt that regi~
tering would go against his conscience The defense is extending
·
the freedom
of religion clause
of the Constitution to cover the
b •
f
1 t
·
· ·
oy
s
re.
u.sa
~
register
m
1ts
case Ph1Ihps smd
Th N
M ··
ffil' t h
e. . ew
ex1~o a 1a e as
aperson
position
It go
feels
thaton
a
can where
refuse to
to war
the basis of his conscience, but is
not sure about the position taken
by other affiliates.
IF THE cases now in the courts
and future cases involving the extension of civil rights clauses are
successful, both the New Mexico
and the national ACLU may have
to make changes in their feelings
and policies, Phillips said.

Photos of Ariss to Be Displayed

Patronize LOBO Advertisers

lawyer Denies ACLU Split:
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Monday, Feb. 19

Listen. It's called Let's Go-The Student Guide to Ett-ro pe,
written by Harvarcl students. And it's full of the real stuff.
Like how to pour Spanish cider by holding the jug over your
shoulder and the glass behind your back. And the most successful
(fully researched) ways to hitchhike in Germany. Spain. Everywhere.
And, of course, places to eat and sleep that only a stude_nt could love.
1ake a peek for yourself. Send one little buck w1th coupon below.
Offer good while stocks last.
r--------------------------.
0 h. By the way. If you do I TWA, Dept. 208, P.O. Bo'X 25, Grand Central Station, N'. Y. 10017 :
,
Here's my check to TWA for $1.00. Quick. Send me my 1
decide tO get a StU dent S-eyeLet's Go-Tize Strtde11t Guide to E~trope in a plain brown wrapper. I
view of Europe, you'll fly there
1
on a U.S. airline, right? So
NameI
make it TWA. The airline that
Address
~
knows Europe like a book.
City
State
ZIP Code
I
Need ftuther info on travel
My travel agent ls
~
in U .8. or to Europe? Check
I
your travel agent. Or your
1
TWA Campus Rep:
I
Joseph A. Alarid at 242-5540.
~

When
the campus is
dead,
And there
_lust
ain't life.
Come feast
at
Bob'sIn
the coffee
shop
or
under the
lights ...

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
DIVISION, GREAT LAKES CARBON CORPORATION

br, if you prefer, write In strict confidence to

~!~bt;o~:

l'ermolle, P.O. Box 667, Niagara. Falls, N.Y. 14302 or to l. w.
Box 40, Morganton, N. C. 28655 or to P. A. Serchia p o El0 x G
tlosamond, Calif. 9<!560.
' • •
••

1
i

j

I

~

-·

P.O.

,Jt-......t..

We are an equal opportunity employer. ·

•
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State of Affairs
Draft Test Also
A War Test
By CLAYTON FRITCHEY
WASHINGTON - So far as public opinion is concerned, the Administration has won the first round in its opening crackdown on those
it charges with "conspiracy" to obstruct the draft law. In the long
run, however, that may not be the final consensus.
At the moment the Government is fortified by the -general feeling
that it has little choice but to enforce the law when it is openly challenged. But if a particular law is unjust, or unconstitutional, or so
unpopular as to be fundamentally unenforceable, the very act of prosecution may be the most effective way of exposing its infirmities.
That was the way with prohibition. The more the Volstead Act was
prosecuted the more unpopular it became. It was defied so massively
that there was finally nothing to do except repeal it.

* * *

'

f

Prosecution simply focused attention on the whole underlying question of prohibition, and stimulated new thinking on the dangers of
going on with it. In the same way, the trial of Dr. Benjamin Spock,
the Rev. William Coffin of Yale, and three other co-defendants may
ultimately prompt reassessment of the Viet Nam war, especially the
constitutional and moral aspects of it.
Some of the defendants may have to go to prison, as a result of
civil disobedience as in the prohibition ye11:rs, but in the process they
may succeed (where Congress has failed) in "Providing the public with
an orderly and coberen1; enquiry into the special nature of the present
war.
No going government feels it can long tolerate civil disobedience,
but it is nevertheless true of American history that such disobedience
has often helped bring about legal and social reform. Hundreds were
arrested and jailed in defying the segregation laws, but in the end
the laws were overturned.

* * *
The present resistance to the draft is minor compared to

the bloody
riots against conscription that marked the Civil War. Many were punished, but their actions led to radical reforms of the draft law, and
the reduction of bribery and discrimination.
There are certainly some pertinent questions about the present
Selective Service system that could stand review, and it will surely
be more helpful to thrash them out in the courts than in the streets.
Since both the President and Congress, for instance, have shied away
from a formal declaration of war over VietNam, it will be interesting
to see what the courts may have to say about this as it affects the
draft.

*

* *

Dining the Korean war Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson said:
"Nothing in our Constitution is plainer than that declaration of a
war is entrusted only to Congress. Of coutse, a state of war may in fact
exist without a formal declaration. But no doctrine that the Court could
promulgate would seem to me more sinister and alarming than that
a President whose conduct of foreign affairs is so largely uncontrolled,
and often even is unknown, can vastly enlarge his mastery over the
internal affairs of the country by his own commitment of the nation's
armed forces to some foreign venture."
Justice Jackson was concurrirtg in the Court's historic 6-to-3 decision
denying President Truman the right to seize a strike-bound steel
plant on the grounds that such sweeping war powers could not be
exercised in a war Congress had not declared.

* *

*

Will the Supreme Court in the Spock-Coffin cases hold that the President in an undeclared war has more power to draft men than he does
under this decision to draft property rights! The courts will probably
be reluctant to interfere with the Government's powers of conscription
in either war or quasi-war, but before the argument is over the public
may know a lot more than it does now about how a modern President
can in practice circumvent this most profound of constitutional safeguards.
Obviously, the Commander-in-Chief must be able to respond at once
to surprise attacks, but Viet Nam is not a Pearl Harbor. There has
been more than ample time to comply with the Constitution, but if the
.,. Administration does it would invite an all-out war debate in Congress,
and might, in fact, run the risk of a .determined filibuster.

.fl

.
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By PHIL SEMAS
College Pres Service
W ASHlNG'l'ON - Since last
August the National Student Association has fought for passage
of a statement on student rights
by an al!sociation of college presidents, sued Selective Service Director Lewis 11. Hershey, and run
up a record $7,000 phone bill in
one month advising students on
how to deal with campus :IJrobJems.
These are some of NSA's beginning efforts at finding a new
and relevant role in the wake of
the CIA controversy, Behind
them lies the story of an extensive effort to find a new "mission"
for NSA.
Until this year NSA confined
its efforts on behalf of students
to theoretical articles on educational reform, exposure of student concerns at its national congresses, speaking at meetings of
educators, and mailing of written information. Basically, NSA
ran whatever programs it could
get money for. And it provided
the best services to its biggest
client, the Central Intelligence
Agency, although those services
w e r e irrelevant to students'
needs.
The 50 people who work in
NSA's renovated building (originally given it by the CIA, though
NSA now pays half the mortgage) are trying to give NSA's
efforts new importance and the
focus that has been badly lacking.
The new focus, says NSA President Ed Schwartz, is "to create
new options for student action
and growth.'' This, he says, involves first finding ways- to give
students greater responsibility
over their own affairs. Second,
students must be provided with
new outlets in educational reform, community action, and xesponding to political issues.
These are some of the things
NSA is doing:
• "Student Power" has become
a cliche in the commercial press
and in the vocabulary of many
students. It usually means stu·
dents having complete authority
over policies that affect only
them, such as social rules, and a
major student role in more general -policy-making, such as cur·
riculum formulation.
* * "'
To give students that kind of
power NSA has changed its emphasis from theoretical papers
on students' rights to w hat
Schwartz calls "tactical advice"
in efforts to gain some of those
rights. Besjdes the bulging tele·
phone bill, NSA is sending more
o:f its staff members to campuses
to provide advice to local students. Schwartz, for example,
was at the University of Wiscon·
sin · during the demonstrations
there last fall.
Schwartz hopes to eventually
see "sub-networks of student
power" in which schools in the
same area will co-ordinate toward the same goals. Such co·
ordination of efforts could come
later this spring over implementation of NSA's resolution on
student power or the Joint Statement on the Rights and Freedoms
of Students.
The Joint Statement has been
a major NSA project. It has been
approved by three of the five organizations t h a t drafted it.
Schwartz made a major effort
last month to get it passed by the
American Association of Colleges, the statement's major hur-

dle. Though it has weaknesses,
the statement guarantees many
student rights. "Two or three
hundred c&mPUI!es Will gain substanti_ally if the Joint Statement
is implemented," says Schwartz.

* • •

NSA has also been encouraging
students to use the courts to obtain their rights, when other ef.
forts fail. Working with the
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU), NSA has filed several
briefs in behalf of students and
has been providing advice to students on how to use the courts.

•

* * *

In order to get those resources,
the education staff is asking several foundations to fund a "center for educational reform" to
begin with a pilot program this
spring and :full operation next
fall. One of its goals will be to
develop new curriculum programs, One NSA staff member,
Karen Duncan, has already developed one which would give
credit to students for community
action work in the ghettoes.
Schwartz says NSA intends to
use course and teacher evaluation
as the first effort to develop "hard
issues" in educational reform. A
program :funded by the U. S. Of·
flee of Education and run by
NSA's Greg Moysesyan is aiding
10 pilot campuses in developing
course evaluation programs.
• Responding to • 'ues-NSA,
working with three · .her student
groups and 15 stud•·nt body :Presidents, has filed a r.uit asking for
an injunction to halt draft boards
from :following Hershey's recommendation that they draft antiwar protestors as soon as possible. The suit is expected to come
to trial shortly.

••

•

The other two issues which
NSA will center on are drugs and
Viet Nam. NSA bas published a
book on drugs and ran a major
drug conference 1 as t year.
Schwartz says proudly that students at Stony Brook, after the
a r r e s t of 33 on marijuana
charges, called the ACLU first
for legal help, then NSA.
• Intematwnal ~ Relevant
NSA action on another issue,
Viet Nam, is tied up in the whole
efforl to develop an entirely new
international program. W he n
the CIA funding was ended, there
was no money for international
programs.
This fall NSA's international
staff has so far been supported
wholly by internal funds such as
overhead :from other grants and
membership dues. The staff totals
four, compared to as many as 16
in the old CIA days.

* "' ...

International Affairs President
Dan Mcintosh wants to run an
entirely different kind of program
than NSA had before-and not
just because the old programs
were funded by the CIA. "We

IN '(bV£< CA<:;E,

--J

Educatio'/lfl,l R e f o r m -

Schwartz says the experimental
colleges which are springing up
all over the country provide a
model for what can be done.
There are five of the people who
helped s t a r t San Francisco
State's highly regarded experimental college on the NSA staff.
One of their jobs is to find out
which are the best experimental
colleges and have available greater information on them. Schwartz
says NSA has bad many requests
from students for advice on how
to reform education, requests
which it can't always fill because
it lacks funds and staff.
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when the draft (policy) was be- policy also causes a problem for
ing di~cu~sed," he said, Mrs. .the Army, Howe said, because "it
Green said ·perhaps "better bal- will get all these college graduance" could be achieved if the ates at once.'' The Army reportOffice of Education ''had a great- edly favors younger draftees, beer voice in draft policies.''
cause college graduates are more
Howe said be opposes a plan to resentful and preoccupied with
defer graduate students in cer- other things.
tain diseipliltes, such as· science,
THE ADMINISTRATION'S
and to deny deferments in other proposed graduate school legisladisciplines, such as the arts and
humanities. He said this plan is
"not · sensible • • • for the long- ~--·············~
range health of education.''
The current draft policy, Howe
said, "makes it difficult for the ~
Skilodge
~
student to :Plan his future educa- ~
tion, and for graduate schools to ~ (run bv artists co-operative) •
plan for the future.'' The present
~
~ * Accommodations for 10
~
~ niahtlv
~
Clean clothes ••.
* $4 for the first niaht.
••• last longer!
, $3 per niaht thereafter
~
For Professional
~•
,~* Meals Served
DRY CLEANING

want to have :Programs that deal
with students' concerns over foreign policy,'' he says. "We don't
want to just work with international student groups like NSA
did before. And we don't want to
run leadership workshops.'' Vnfortunately, those are the kind of
p1·ograms that are easier to fund.
"Foundations would :rather give
you money to send a student to a
meeting in some other country,"
Mcintosh says, "which might be
fine for that person, but doesn't
have rnuch relevance for American students.''
What Mcintosh would like to do
is run a series of seminars for
students on American foreign
policy problems. One goal of such
seminars would be to develop
ways of improving universities'
international curricula. "Students
want programs with potential influence," he says. "Changing university curricula seems to me one
place where students might have
an impact on foreign policy," he
adds, "since we obviously have to
change the way Americans look at
the world.'' Such an impact would
also meet the NSA goal of having its international activities relate to domestic efforts such as
educational reform.

~

.

*

·*

I
call 243-5671 today!

~

ARROYO SECO & TOAS
SKI VAlLEY

:
•

for reservations call Toas
758-4620

The
Conference on Christ and Man
in the 20th Century
is for you.

~

Come and ask your questions, needle us,
we can take it. Can you?

~

Five Points Community Church

~

~

1520 Bridge Blvd. S.W.

~

~.................................~

Feb. 14-18, Wed-Sunday at 7:00p.m.

* * •

Another problem NSA faces is
that students are :really interested in only one foreign :Policy
problem: Viet Nam. NSA staff
member Rich Weidman has developed a program aimed at educating student~:~ about Viet Nam
and bringing them into contact
with opponents of the war. But
Mcintosh says only limited funding is available for projects on
VietNam.
With foundation funding looking more and more unlikely, NSA
wiU try to run some :fore!gn af.

Performance
drop-in

fairs sessions self-supporting.

Calling U
'rHURSDAY: Graduate Committee;
Union 253: 9 :30 B.m.
•
Alphn Kapp~?o Lambda Rush: Unwn 231·
C; 12 noon.
English De1u~<tment; Union Dllsert
Room ; 3 p.m.
.
DE ,
Phi Alpha Tbettl; timon 231· • ; •
p.m.
Spurs: Union 250·0; 6 p.m.
•
A.W.S. Judicial Board; Union Conned
Room : 6 :30 p.m.
TT •
Christian Science Organization~ umon
250-E: 7 p.m.
Ski Club: Union Theater: 7 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union 231-E; 7:30
P.m.
Dames Club; Union 260.A-B; 7 :3o p.m.
:Moantalneerlng Club; Union 260-D:
7:30p.m.
Phi Betti Lambda; Union 231-D; 7 :SO
p.m.
nl
•
Student Nuroea A8oocllltlon; U on 2v0·
C; 7:30p.m.
Chi Alpha: Union 253: 8 p.m.
Harlem Globetrotters ; University Atena :
s p.m.
UN:M Blue Ket & UniY'. of Albuquerue
drama departments present "Spoon Riv·
er'" ; Concert Hall; 8 :16 p.m.
FRIDAY: DeltA Sigma l'l; Union 129 ;
7~m.
•
Ski Movie: "Rules of the Slopco
(color) : .Meaa Vista ltall, 4th floor otudy:
7p.m.
d
:Rodey Theatre Ptoductlon ''l{anoel an
Gretel"'; Rodey Theatre; 7 :30 p.bl.
A.W.S. King of Hearts Dllnee; Union
Ballroom ; 8 p.m.
Baha'i: Union 231; 8 p.m.
Sigma Alpha Job\ February :Muaicale i
Fine Arto Reel tal Hall; 8:15 p.m.
SATURDAY: Bureau of Bualneas liesearch State TechniCAl Servlct!S Workshop; Union 250·C·D: 8 ~?o.m.
Burmu of Buslnllss Reaeareb Luncheon :
Union 139 E&W; 12 noon.
Rodey Theatre Production: Rodey
rheatre: 1, 8 p.m.
DeltA Sigma PI ; Union 1211 ; 1 p.m.
SaturdaY Film . Fnre "A Thousand
Ciowr;a"; Union Theater~ 7- 10 p.m.
SUNDAY: llodey Theatre Production;
See Feb. 16 : P.odey Theatre ; 1, 3 p.m.
Sunday Film Fare "A Thousand
Clowns"; Union Theatre: G. 8 p.m.
Alpha Tau Om~lla Pledges; Union 25!1:
7 p.m.
Alpha Tau Om~ga: Union CouMII
noom ; 7 :80 l).m.

. NEW DODGE CORONET "SUPER BEE"
Scat Pack performance at anew low price.
Punching a Super Bee is like dropping a bowling ball down an elevator shaft. It starts rather
suddenly and improves from there. Owning a Super Bee is discovering that Piper-Heidsieck
is selling at beer prices. let's face it. When you put a hot cammed 383 VB in a light coupe body,
hang all the good stuff underneath, and price it below anything as quick, something's got to
happen. The good stuff is listed below. The kicks are waiting at your nearby Dodge Dealer's.
Let it happen to you.

AM APPRO'I'EO
="""~== FREE AIRPORT

TRANSPORTATION
COLOR TV ,;.VAILA!LE

QUEEN SIZE BEOS
IN ROOM DIMING
FREE $AUN,;. !ATR

'

• POWER PLANT: Standard: 383 CIO V8. Carb: 4-bbl. Compression ratio:.lO:O. HorseJll1wer: 335 a! 5200 RPM. Torqu~:
425 lbsAt. at 3400 RPM. Air cleaner: unsilenced, both standard and optional V8. Optional: Hemt 426 CID V8. Hem1·
spherical combustion chambers. Carb: dual, 4-bbl. Compression ratio: 10.25:1. HorsepOwer: 425 at 5000 RPM. Torque:
490.1bs..ft. at 4000 RPM.
• TRANSMISSION: Standard: Four-speed full synchromesh manual; Floor-mounted sllift.
Optional: Torqueflite automatic three-speed. Column-mounted shift.
• SUSPENSION: Heavy-duty springs and shocks, all four wheels .•94-inc~ dia. sway bar stan~ard. .
. •
• BRAKES: Heavy-duty standard on all four wheels. ll·inch drums, cast non. Shoes: Front d1scs opt1onal. Self·ad]Ustmg
Bendix type.
.
• ADDITIONAL OPTIONS: High-performance axle package consisting of 3.55 axle ratio with Sure Grip. High·capacity
radiator, 7-blade slip-drive fan with shroud.
• INSTRUMENTATION ~NO AP~OJNTMENTS: Padde~ Rallye-type dash
standard, matte black, mcludes c1rcula~ speedometer, ml ~nd temperature
gauges, electric clock. Matching tach ophonal. Matte black gnlle, po:"er hood,
Red Une wide-tread tires, seat belts, front should~r belts, carpet1~g, foam
seals, bumblebee striping and special ornamenlaliOn standard. Vmyl roof
optional.
,

HEMEO POOL
KITCHENETTES

FRIENDSHIP
INNS
-"~-~,M!_"',C:~
1001

I
1

242•27S7
All Major
Credit Cards

u.s. ~6 and

1·25 meet.

Dodge

0

CHRYSLER
MIITORS CDRPORADOH

1
I

FILL OUT AND MAIL TO:
Hughes·Ratctter·Suffrin, 1133 Shelby at State,
Detroit, Michigan 48226, Attn.: Mr. Gus Anton.
Enclosed is a check or money order (made payable to HughesHatcher-Suffrin) for $ . . .. . _ . to cover cost of
. jackets al$9.95 each. _Avail~ble ~iz~s: S,
M, l, Xl, XXL (Add 4% sales tax for llehvery m M1tb1gan.)

I

Name

II

Address

Mr. G's Pizza
is fast Pizza
30 Minutes to any
Dorm.

NONRELIGIOUS STUDENTS
ATTENTION

~

on the road between

said about 100 schools fall into
that category.

mony to the subcommittee. Hieiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii••••

•

Where

-·

:
~

.t

tion is "aimed specifically at
those institutions with already
established doctoral programs
not generally considered to ·be
among the top doctoral producers
of the country, but with a demonstrated capacity for high quality work in a limited range of
fields," Howe said in his testi-

~
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Cent.'al H.E..
Accepted
Closo to tho Untversity, Downtown
ilnd the Airport.
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Draft Affects Future of Graduate Schools
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Draft Bad News to l:veryone but Athletes
By WAYNE CIDDIO
Mention of the word ''draft"
around he11lthy male Americ11ns
between the. ages of 18 and 25 is
likely to draw shudders and instill a certain sense of uneasiness
among men who could probably
think of a million and one things
they "would rather do" than serve
two years as a part of Uncle
Sam's deal,
The draft to most men means
an interruption of education, foreed service in an organization that
is known for its ability to transform men into serial numbers and
a general disruption of the life
tJrocess.
To a select few, howeve1·, the
word "draft" means wealth, fame,
and personal glory. The select few
of whom we speak here are those
individuals who are drafted by
:professional athletic organizations for their prowess in some
field of athletic endeavor.
Each February, representatives
from professional football teams
gather together, join hands, and
then proceed to wage a battle of
wits in an attempt to draw the
cream of the nation's gridiron
crop to their particular organization.
In a sense, this draft bears a
vague f;imilarity to the military
draft in that the supreme commander o:f each .professional club

·

··
·
IS recru1tmg warnors to do battle and eo1lect the spoils of victory.
In this case, the spoils are in the
form of the National or American
Football League titles which often
net each warrior somewhere in
the neighborhood of an extra $152(} thousand for one more afternoon's work.
Two outstanding Lobo football
players, defensive . tackle Paul
Smith and offensive end Emilio
VaiJez, were recently made a part
of this great American ir1stitution, the pro draft.
For the first time in the history
of professional fotball, the NFL
and the AFL participated in a
combined draft effort. Smith was
selected in the ninth round by the
Denver Broncos of the AFL and
Vallez caught the eye of the rival
· NFL Chicago Bears the twelfth
time around.
Smith and Va1lez were unavai1able for comment as to any agreements, monetary or otherwise,
that they had reached with representatives from the two clubs.
Arrangements and complications
involved in signing a contract
with a professional football team
are complex but the gener11l procedure is an interesting one.
When a pro f e s s i on a 1 club
"drafts" an athlete, it is more or
les a challenge to the player to
prove himself and his worth to a

Lobo Broadcasts Popular On Island

U. Basketballers Gain Fame In Guam
Due to Efforts of Albuquerque Man
Due to the efforts of an Albuquerque architect, the New Mexico Lobo basketball team is gaining fame on the Southern Pacific
island of Guam.
T. E. D'Arcy this season has
taped the broadcasts of over half
of the Lobo basketball games and

'2-Wee'«c C\ass

Anatomy Class
To Begin Tuesday
A 12-week course in "Fundamentals of Anatomy and Physiology'' will begin Tuesday, Feb.
20, at UNM with classes meeting
for two hours each Tuesday, from
7:30 to 9 :30 p.m., for 12 consecutive evenings in room 139,
Biology Building.
Fee for the colll"Se is $15 each.
The instructor will be Dr. Earl W.
Bourne, assistant p:rofessor of
biology at UNM.
The course is a non-credit certificate course open to all medical
office assistants and others interested in broadening their medical
office background. The course is
offered in cooperation with the
Bernalillo County Medical Association and the Bernalillo County
Medical Assistants Association.
The lecture - demonst:ration
methods of instruction will be
used.

sent them to his son, who is affiliated with the College of Guam
school of architecture. Staff members of the Pacific Stars and
Stripes listen to the tapes and
from them write stories covering
Lobo basketball.
An article that ap-peared in the
Feb. 5 edition of the Stars and
Stripes gave a play by play of
the Lobo-A r i z on a State game
played two weell:s ago in Tempe.
D'Arcy's son, A. D. Paler, is
one of a large delegation of New
Mexico natives now serving a two
year residency at the College of
Guam. Paler received his doctorate at UNM two years ago.
D'Arcy said good radio programs from the United States
were rare and that the Lobo- broad
casts were .popular among all
Americans on the island.
D'Arcy also sent tapes of Lobo
football games to Guam during
the :fall.

·
·
·
. th t they on their shoulders. Huarte could
team. An athlete 1S guaranteed tion has l!ome msurance a
.
t er Namath and the
a specified sum of money, some- · will not have dealt out a large not wm ou ov nt on Huarte went
times quite substantial, just to sum of mon~y to someone wh~ ~ets :f0~:y:pey 't "Up the tube,;
sign a contract.
isn't furt~ermg the welfare 0
ow 0 ~ saa~l'andE:milio win
Normaily, a drafted football their pa;t~eular cause..
Hopef~ y, p th t the have atplayer is given a contract that
Sometimes. a professiOnal flot- !a:e r~~ n:tu 8 ~f pr!£essionals
states that .he will receive a cer- ball team Will · blunder and ose
ame
e 5 • . d reco nition fo~
tain yearly salary if he is still out completely on a bad gues~. Thhey htve SI~e UNM ~hrough a
on the active roster of the parent Such a case was Notre Dames t emseves an
·
.11 h
team when the team plays its highly touted quarterback of three lot of hard ~ork and
opefirst regular season game. The year:> ago, John Huarte. The New fully distingmsh the~se ve_; m.one
organization is free at any time York Jets became ~ little gr~edy ?f the most profitab e pro eSSIOns
up until the opening game to cut and the curse of M1das fellnght m the country.
a player from the roster and either send him to a farm club for
experience or pay him for signing
the contract and send him on his
ON A FUN TOUR TO EUROPE
way.
•
Swinging London to hotit htanbul
If your name is Joe Namath,
on Quality fscorted Student Toun
or if your accomplishments in
-~
Visllinn 7 • 15 C~untries • Amplo Sights••ing
·
football have earned you the confiBest Hotols & Guid•s • Stimulating Escorts
...,..,
Sail In June on Quetn Elizabeth pr by Jot
dence of the organization as a
"sure shot," you may demand a
.--E.-,-.-F-,.-.-T-rip..:;::;.••.....;.Ca_m_p;..u>-t
ONLY $1295- $239A5
no·cut contract and get it. This
Repre•entalive Inquire
Write lor /older TODAY!
·. .
stipulates that even if you are
not on the active roster when the
season opens, you still get the
amount quoted to you in the contract.
Most bickering over contracts
and "holdouts" does not occur
when a player feels he is not being offered enough in the contract,
but rather when he feels he is not
being offered enough to sign on
the dotted line. A little more meney at the outset is a measure of insurance if perhaps a player does
not measure up to his organization's expectations and finds himself looking for another job.
The s y s t e m also provides a
DOWIITOWII • 1108 HILL • WIIROCI
safety-valve for the organization.
Tll,ree fl•alltfl Store•
Since the average recruiting session usually draws between 60-85
men per team, if each player is
being offered a quarter of a million dollars untried, then they are
speaking o:f money in nine-digit
figures. By paying a token sum at
first and holding off on the big
stuff until the player has made it
into the big leagues, the organiza.

r.
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Mr. G's Pizza
is Fresh Pina
30 Minutes to any
Dorm

ART
SUPPLIES

.. · 20% DISCOUNT
·Shiva Oils Ill. Watflr Colon
Brushes- Cai1YCIS
Panels- Str.tched Canvas
Strefcher Bclrs & MDnt

LANGELL'S
2511) Central S.E.

A~ross

Frorn Johnson Gyrn
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Stakes High for BYU in Weekend WAC Games
PROVO - One month, three
league defeats, and several thousand miles of travel-it's going to
feel good to be back on familiar
hardwoods. Or is it?
The idea is being given some
serious thought by BYU's basketbaH team as the Cougars ready
for WAC visitors due this weekend. League-leading New Mexico
(4-1) comes on the scene Friday
night, and Wyoming will challenge the Cougars on Saturday
night.
Nobody needs to reniind the
Cougars of the stakes in the two
games this weekend. It's a question of beating both teams or
slipping into the ranks of the
WAC's also-rans. In essence it is
a case of winning or kissing title
hopes goodbye.
The nationally-ranked Lobos
have a lot going for them, Their
record this season, 19 wins
against only one defeat, indicates
the kind of team balance a top
team must have. The Cougars,
meanwhile, have an 11-9 record
for the same number of collegiate
games.
This will be the Cougars' second go-round with the Lobos and
Cowboys. In games played at
Laramie and Albuquerque last
month, BYU lost by margins of
15 and 11 points.
Since then, however, the Cou-

gars have displayed marked improvement in their play, if not
their ove:rall record. They ventured to Chicago where they beat
Texas at E1 Paso (81-59), and
lost a two-pointer to Loyola of
Chicago ( 65-67). They stuck
Utah State with a 118-103 Joss at
Logan, and then came very close
to beating Utah in a 89-91 heartbreaker in Salt Lake City last
Saturday night.
At the moment, Coach Watts
and his staff are bent on inflating
the sagging spirits of the Cougars after the defeat to Utah.
The Cougars played very well,
even had a two-point lead with
seconds to go before a turnover
and a subsequent basket decided
the game in Utah's favor.
Watts' starters went practically all the way against the Redskins, although the Cougars' two
seasoned forwards, Kari Liimo
and Marty Lythgoe, fouled out in
the second half.
Coach Stan Watts, lineup wiU
consist of two seniors, two j\lniors and a sophomore. Jim Eakins,
the Y's 6-11 senior center, has
been a force behind the Cougars'
good showings of late, and he
will be the starter in the game

BSME, Duke U., was
assigned to our Detroit
sales district the year after
he joined the Bethlehem
Loop Course. His
responsibilities increased
fast, and today include
lll8.jor automotive
production divisions in
several Michigan cities.
Harvey's annual sales run
higher than $10 million.

move into fifth place in team
scoring. Both Schouten and Howard turned in fine floor games last
Saturday night,
Front-line r e s e r v e s will be
Scott Warner (6-7), reserve center; guards Lynn Parson (6-3)
and Jon Dresser (6-3), and forward Bruce Barron (6-6).

·the Doily Double Lounge
ond Heritage ·Room
Tom and Dick Abrams, Your Hosts

Dancing to
Mike Houston Trio
~

Beer 25 cents

glass

6614 Central SE- Across from the Fairgrounds- 268-7763

•

How would you like to jump
into your career with both feet ... and be on the
run from the beginning?

WAC Swim Meet
Slated For March
At Johnson Gym

HARVEY BRAUN

St11rters on the guard line will
be seniol' Randy Schouten (6-0)
and sophomore Doug Howard
( 6-4). Schouten scored 20 points
in the Utah game, and Howard
added 16 to move into fifth place
in team scoring.
Howard added 16 points to

..

To Decide Title

UNM will host the Western
Athletic Conference champion~
ship swimming meet at the Johnson Gym pool in March.
Teams from Brigham Young,
Wyoming, Arizona, Ariz on a
State, Wyoming, and Utah will
participate in the~meet to- determine the league champion. Regular season competition among
conference schools has no bearing
on the final league standings as
everything is determined in the
final meet.
Lobo swimmers will travel to
Denver and Wyoming this weekend for two dual meets and will
be attempting to move their season record above the .500 mark.
The Lobos now stand 4-5 on the
season after nine dual meets with
Texas, Texas Tech, Air Force,
BYU, Utah, both Arizonas, New
Mexico State and Oklahoma
State.
Coach Bob Barney's swimmers
have had some hard luck in dual
meet competition this year, but
have been getting steady pel'formances from team captain
Rick Wettin, Kirk Hoopes, Robert Milne, and divers Dennis
Dunnigan and Paul Mundo1·ff.

with New Mexico. Eakins has
averaged over 14 rebounds per
game the last three BYU games.
Two juniors, Marty Lythgoe
(6-6) and Kari Liimo ( 6-8), wiU
man the forward line. Liimo continues to lead the team in scoring
(17-3) and rebounding (191 in 19
games).

-

...
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Western Electric has a unique program of individual development for
those interested in a management
career- a high-risk, high-reward
program that offers you one of the
most dramatic opportunities in.
business. You are put in a management position immediately required to handle high-level transactions all by yourself. If you do
your job well, you'll have begun a
managerial career in the growing
communications industry. If the
demands of the job prove too
stringent land they will for some),
then both of us will benefit by
learning this before a significant

investment in time has been made.
Whatever your background engineering, science, business. liberal arts-there may be a place
for you in the College Graduate
Program at Western Electric. Your
college record must indicate a
high level of scholastic achievement and the ability and initiative
for effective leadership-and you
must be interested in a management career.
If you feel you qualify,. be sure
to arrange for a personal interview when the Bell System recruit-

ing team visits your campus on
Feb. 19-20. And before that. get
your copy of the Western Electric
High Risk, High Reward booklet
from your Placement Officer. Or
write: College Relations Staff Man·
ager, Western Electric Company,
Room 2508, 222 Broadway, New
York, New York 10038. An equal
opportunity employer.

lA\ Western Electric

~ MANUFACTURING &SUPPLY UNIT Of THE BELL SYSTEM

MANAGEMENT
·'

MINDED?

Career prospects are
better than ever at
Bethlehem Steel. We need
on-the-ball engineering,
technical, and liberal arts
graduates for the 1968
Loop Course. Pick up a
copy of our booklet at your
placement office.
An Equal Opporturtit;t

Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

Terry Turner [above] of San Jose,
Calif., working in a castle

with

FaraPress®

Great Slacks! Colorfully "out-of~the-ordinary' 1
and very much a part of this year's fashion
scene. Great Slacks! Farah makes them exciting
and makes them right. Permanently pressed to
never wrinkle and "Never Need Ironing."

$7 ... $8 ... $9 .•. $10

Jobs in Europe
Luxembourg-American Student fnformation Service is celebrating its
lOth year of successful operation
placing students in jobs and arrans·
ing tours. Any slUdent may now
choose from thousands of jobs such
as resort, office, sales, factory, hospital, etc. in 15 countries with wages
up to $400 a month. ASlS maintains
placement offices throughout Europe
insuring you of on the spot help at
nil times. For a booklet listing all
jobs with application forms and diseount tours send $2 (job a)2plicatlon,
overseas handling & airmail reply) to.;
Dept. 0, American StUdent Infonna·
tion Service, 22 Ave. de Ia Liberte,
Luxembourg City, Grand DullhY of
LWte~bourg,

•
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Violence Termed High in American Spirit
(Continued from page 1).
rights activities as I have been mained hidden behind the facade
white interest, tolerates violence. . can ignore the fact that espe- of our pious democratic rhetoric.
This is one of the distinctive cially over the past six or seven By showing them up, the Negro
marks of the national character. years the executive branch of the movement left no doubt as to
Further, in the face of the unjust federal government has moved which of our groupings were
social conditions that prevail with vigor and concern against working firmly within the tradiamong Negroes, it has estab- some of the historic roadblocks to tion of democratic principles, and
lished a framework within which Negro freedom. Yet, as commend- which of them were simply exa number of young Negroes able as have been the efforts of ploiting, for their own dark derespond violently to frustration. President Kennedy and those of signs, the protection offered by
This is something the society President Johnson (before he these principles.
should not ignore in judging the gave highest priority to the problems of the Vietnamese), no asAS WE MUST see, many of
behavior of young Negroes.
sault has yet been made on the these efforts deeply affected and,
economic problems of Negro life in some respects, even changed
BUT IT DOES. Tbe tendency massive enough to make a crucial the face of American life. But
is still to condemn Negro violence difference. Not a small part of much of the good that America
while ignoring the conditions that the reason for this is that, in the derived from the black struggle
lead to Negro violence and while a_rea of domestic social legisla~ has not been b:anslated proporignoring, as well, the essential bon, there has been a gap be- tionately in Negro life, particularviolence of the American spirit. tween the will of the Chief Exec- ly the lives of those Negroes left
A response of this nature implies utive and the will of the Congress. out of the civil-rights gains, those
clearly that in the eyes of the In any event, after more than a left in the slums of our big cities,
majority of the society Negroes ce!ltury of promise Negroes are those stranded without money and
are the villains rather than the still not free, and therefore one without food in the rural areas
victims, by and large, of Ameri- can reasonably and rightfully in- and those left behind by the techcan race tensions. It is a response, diet a century of indifference and nological and automotive revoluin other words, that rejects a be- injustice without detracting from tion. Even now, while the country
lief both in the Negro's humanity the efforts of two cf the more is spending hundreds of thousands
and in his rights of equal citizen- progressive and socially concern- of dollars a day for each Viet
ship. It denies white American ed presidencies in this century. Cong killed, it is spending no
complicity in the degrading conmore than 50 dollars a year per
diti()ns in which Negroes live, and
person in the war on poverty.
* * *
it implies an unwillingness to
And yet, though it is not a
SO THE STARK conditions of
join in any meaningful attack
plea~ure
to admit it, America. it- the Negro underclass remain
upon these problems.
OF COURSE, particularly when self has been lucky in the insist- virtually unchanged. Unemploycriticizing the role of the national ency of the Negro's assault upon ment among Negro teenagers is
government in all of this, no one racial prejudice and tension. This triple that of whites; unemployas closely associated with civil assault, from Reconstruction to ment among Negro adult!! is douthe present time, has been enor- ble that of whites; the median
mously more beneficial to America income gap between Negro and
than to the Negro himself.
white has widened; there are
more Negroes in segrated classESPECIALLY since the turn of rooms now than there were before
the century, the Negro, in con- 1954; the slums have grown more
CLASSlF1ED ADVERTISING RATES•
stant and often lonely political intolerable, and show no immedi~ line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertion;
motion, has kept American demo- ate signs of improving.
mast be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Srudent Publica·
cracy alert and flexible. By his
All of this increases the tentions BnUding, or telephone 277-4002 or
challenge of racial codes through- sions in American life. Indeed, it
277-4102.
out the country, segregated edu- is scarcely surprising that today
BELPWANTED
cation and public facilities, and more and more young Negroes in
EARN S6L50 weekly. 3 eves. &o Sats. Mu•t
jim crow voting practices, etc., the the urban underclass are becomhave car & be bondable. Phone 3U-277!1,
Negro has not only kept our ing convinced that a violent con3 to 5 p.m. lllli.Y.
democracy from settling down frontation with white society is
TEACH •t a Negro college. Graduate
into smugness and atrophying both necessary and inevitable.
students -with M.A.'s are urgently needed
for acaden1ie year and summer teaching
into racist and other kinds of After doing more in recent years
P<M>itiou. The Southern Education Proreaction, but has also given it an- than any other native American
gram, a "Private, non..pTOfit organization
1rith contacts at 94 colleges, can place
other chance to realize itself more group to make American democyou qoiokly and free of charge. Write
justly in the lives of its citizens racy realize itself, many young
Southern Educatiou Program, 859%
Bunter Street, N.W. Atlanta, Georgia
and more attractively in the eyes Negroes are now on the verge of
30314.
of the world. This revolutionary losing all faith in democracy.
PERSONALS
process goes on, and it is one that
IT IS AT this point that we beI have no doubt will be ultimately
PERSONALITY POSTERS, Psychedelic
Ski Posters & Buttons. If we don't
gin
to see some of the negative
successful.
Jla-':'" them, then you don't need them.
effects that the Negro's response
"""d for Samples & List. MADAM
DUTTERFLY'S Gi!t Shap, 4609 E.
BUT THAT IS not all. The Ne- to injustice can have upon the
Colfax, Denver, Colol'llde> 80220.
gro struggle awakened and ener- society. I am speaking, of course,
FOR RENT
gized a whole new generation of of the supermilitancy, looting,
ROOMMATE needed. male. Four Season.a
American
students, creating in rioting and burning in which
Apts. 207, 120 Camel! Dr. $5,, per
them a new sense of idealism, a black despair is now being exmonth. One block from campus. Call
247·8(52. 2/12-16.
new awareness of their relation- pressed. Given the peculiar way
FOR SALE
ship to the politics of their time, in which the white society tends
A DARK BROWN medium length Wig
and a new concern for the state to respond to Negro violence, acincluding wig case and brush. Worn ontY
of their republic. These young tivities such as we witnessed last
3 times. Will scl1 for $100. Call 277-3198
people threw themselves vigor- summer could well push the races
after 12 :30 noon M.W.F. or weekends.
2/9-16.
ously into the civil-rights struggle further apart and risk the posBY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, fireplace. extra
in
the North and in the South, sibility of a militant racial con]g. garage fully finished w/h & a/c
helped
abolish the last vestiges frontation in America. Specificalwork bench & aink. Elee kitchen'
beautiful carpo;ts & drapes. z baths:
of McCarthyism on the Ameri- ly, these activities could create a
Conv. :ro.m. Pnced FHA appnlis$1. Ap.
can campus, sb:engthened the climate in which the fears and
prox. $3000. will handle. Call mornings
or eves after 4 p.m. Owner leaving state.
peace movement and brought passions of whites and blacks
299-5865.
critical intelligence to bear Qn could be organized and political1966 BUICK Wildest convertible, Like
the conduct of American foreign ized by demagogUes and oppornevt, many extras, MU8t selL 296-3681,
tunists; and a situation could well
policy.
2.77-4538. 2/8-14.
come about in which the whites
1961 MATCHLESS 65Dce road bike ( G 12.
Engine).. ._Featherbed" type frame.
opt
once and for all out of any
OUR STRUGGLE went on to
$350. Phone 2U·8927 after 5. 1637
responsibility
for social progress
revitalize
the
American
liberal
Grand NE.
and redress for the society's nonconscience,
providing
it
with
a
MOTORCYCLE. Suzuki, 1965 Model M.
resonant domestic issue at a time whites. Ultimately, the present
5\loe. Helmet & rack included. Almost
new condition. Complete motor rebuild
when
foreign policy seemed to situation could well set the counrecently. Price $130. Call 29G-G652 or
offer it the only meaningful arena . try upon a course of political and
Mr. Watson at 277-3311.
for
the expression of its civilized racial repression that could end
11148. TRIUMPH 30Dcc. Complctcly r,_
bodt. $250. Also, a $325. hand tied Wig
concerns. The renewed concern for many years to come the
14 inch, light brown, priced at $50. Cali
with the problems of poverty was American dream of a. civilized
268-724.7.
a direct result of the sustained multi-racial relationship.
LOST
But the opportunities for avoid·
Negro drive for a decent life, and
LARGE REWARD OFFERED for return
ing
such a future are equal to the
therefore
the
war
on
poverty,
<>f 1!llver gray miniature French Poodle.
:Loo~ near UNM campus on ThursdaY'
for blacks and for whites, as in- dangers that such a future poses.
Feb•• 8.. An~one having informa.tioh. ton:
adequate as it is, must be counted
cemmg th1s pet please call 2•7-9709
as one of the genuine conb:ibuafhlr 5 p.m. or 299·1G5G •
tions of the Negro struggle to the
LADIES' Black Wallet on eampas, poeslbly Mitchell Hall Reward. Phone 200broader American social revoluBGU.
tion. By no means least, the
MISCELLANEOUS
Negro struggle exposed a variety
WANTED TO DUY-Used VW or small
of political and racial bigotries
Sports car. First class condition. Pri·
which for a long time had revate party. can 299-8614.
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the Insurance Needs
of College Men
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people, can lead to the death
both of social concern and the
soul of leadership.
Moreover, I believe there is only
one kind of genuine security, and
that is the realistic confrontation
of insecurity both within and
around us. Our society IUl it exists today is profoundly insecure,
for whites as well as :for blacks,
and there will be no exit for any
of Us until we voluntarily confront the fact of its existence and
develop out of that confrontation
a census of wiU and determination
to create a mutual security for
IN ANY EVENT, the continued all. It is not as difficult a job as
degradation of the Negro's social it might seem. It requires only
and economic life is not going to . the courage w concede each man's
be reversed without conscious so- right to life, liberty and the purcial planning. The health and ed- suit of happiness.
ucation of Negro children are
Tomorrow: Father James J.
not going to be radically improved Kavanaugh looks at the American
without social planning. And mil- SpiJ:-it.
lions of unskilled, unemployed . . : : . . - - - - - - - - - - - - and under-employed men are not
going to be put back to work or
assured of a steady income without social planning. Such planning, of course, must be democratic in nature. It must also be
cne of the objectives of such
planning to recognize the need
for public programs and guaranteed incomes, for it is no longer
possible for private enterprise to,
on it!! own, put the vast majority
of workers in this country back
to work: the government will
have to serve as what has been
called "the employer of last resort.''

Tbe current circumstances present a challenge to the growth of
a courageous national leadership
and the development of a national
will dedicated to the eradication
of the conditions that threaten to
tear society apart. The development of this leadership and this
will depends upon a number of
things. But chiefly it depends on
the understanding and acceptance
of the uses of social planning
and that there is nothing necessarily un-American in such planning.

BUT NONE OF this will be possible without the leadership and
the will. And the leadership and
the will will not be possible as
long as our society continues to be
as our society continues to be
plagued with the self-delusion of
security. This is perhaps one of
the greatest dangers we face as
people, for the pursuit of individual security, while ignoring
the need of it in the lives of other
Inquire into the FAITH
and PRACTICE of the
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eaders Fear Change, Says Kavanaugh
BY FATHER JAMES J.
H:AVANAUGJI, Plt.D.
© 1967, Newsday, Inc.

(This is the fourth in a series
of articles by prominent Americam giving their views on The
Ctmdition of the Am~rican Spirit
today. The writers include social
critic Marya Mannes, FBI Director J, Edgar Hoover, lvistorian
Arthur Schlesinger Jr., civilrights leader Bayard Rustin,
Father James J. Kavanaugh,
novelist Saul Bello•w, Rev. Billy
· Graham and psychoanalyst Erich
Fromm.)

Shortsighted and frightened men

equate revolution of any. kind
with death and destruction, Po-

litical revolution means to them
t~e. destruction of society. Rehgwus revolution means the
death of God. Hence, they resist
the change they fear to interpret.
HARDLY A HALF century ago,
h
my C urch was still resisting political democracy because it believed that man was too passionate and ignorant to govern himself. It longed for the days of
the kings and nobles and treasured its own aristocratic status.
It opposed modern. thought, refused scholars the :rg~t to ~p~culate and enforced 1ts mfalhbllity
when science was questioning
everything that man had ever believed: It was fighting a losing

battle, and the modern revolt
within the churches is the last
chapter in the struggle of man
to preserve his dignity.
FOR SUCH a man, religious
a:rrog&nce ts
· dead, be ·rt Catholic,
Protestant or Jewish. The modern

Jew will not treat the gentile with
the disdain of his parents. He will
not be satisfied with kosher laws
nor religious festivals which only
highlight his own isolation. Nor
will the Protestant accept a faith
without loving deeds, or identify .
morality with anti-gambling laws

or smug, cultural preferences.
And the Catholic, perhaps most
of all, will resist the institutional
Church which has crammed the
complexities of marriage and
divorce, sex and love, heaven and
(Continued on page 2)
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Thorson Predicts
Successful Term
For Legislature

F •

r1day, February 16, 1968

Course
Program

Thorson said he hopes the proBy DAN BRUMBELOW
posal will answer the question of
A program for a UNM course an adequate evaluation system.
A successful legislative sesevaluation has been drafted by He said that the strong points insion was predicted by Associated
student government representa- clude scientific emphasis and a
Students Prl'lsident John Thorson
tives, working with faculty, after complete survey with cooperation
in a state-of-the-campus address
a year and a half of planning and between student!!, faculty, and
delivered to Student Senate Wedpreparation.
administrators in its formation.
nesday night.
ASUNM President John Thorson said yesterday that the pro"We're in shape and well-orposal is now before the Commitganized. If we work hard I think
tee on the University and hopetbl'l session will be successful,"
fully will soon be sent to the facThorson told senators at the first
ulty for approval. Parts of the
meeting of the second session.
proposal are expected to be
WRITING a budget for the
changed upon faculty examina1968-69 school year ·will be the
tion, and the mechanics and some
most important task of the sesdetails will be further developed
sion, Thoi-son said. He called for
By MELISSA HOWARD
according to the faculty's opinion.
re-evaluation of existing proTHE
PROBLEM
of
creating
a
grams to make long-range finanDirection and extent of expansatisfactory faculty evaluation sion of Union facilities will be decial plans, to re-justify programs
program has been brewing on termined by future growth of the
presently funded, and to make
campuses across the country for University, the director and asso~
money available for new proseveral years. Although there has ciate director of the Union agree.
grams.
always been talk about such a
"Which way the Union goel'! deA proposal for establishment of
plan at UNM, the first substan- }lends on wheTe the University
a teacher-evaluation program now
tial action came last year when a.
goes/' Kirby 'Krbee, a11sociate dibeing studied by the Committee
booklet, Insight, was distr~b\lted rector, said after Wednesday's
on the University will probably
during the fall semester. The meeting of the Union Planning
be acted on this semester, Thorgeneral consensus was that it Committee, a secondary commit<'"
son said.
was inadequate because of poor tee. set up to study proposals and
"UNM's teacher-evaluation pro·
sampling and question formation make recommendations to Union
gram should be one of the best
and inferior presentation of re- Board.
in the nation," he said. Funds
sults.
UNION OFFICIALS are conThe new pxoject has taken sidering the alternative of exwill be appropriated from the
JOHN THORSON, Associated Students President, works at his desk more than a year to be conceived. panding existing facilities to ac1968-69 budget, the evaluation will
in
the Union Aetivities Center preparing his state-of-the-campus It was given a scientific emphasis commodate more students or of
be conducted during closed week
this semester, and the results will speech delivered at the first Senate meeting of the sem~ter W~nes with the help of Prof. Ralph Nor- building several satellite centers
be available in the fall. (See re- day night. Thorson told the senators he e:~tpects the leg~slature s ses- man of the psychology depart- in outlying areas of the campus.
"The satellite idea is under dislated stocy elsewhere on this sion to be successful, and outlined programs he hopes wdl be enacted. ment, and administrative consulPreparaing the budget for the next school year is the most important tation through Dr. Harold Laven- cussion by the University's Buildpage.)
der, vice-president for student af- ing Committee in considering all
Thorson requested formation of task, said Thorson. (Photo by Pawley)
proposed construction," says Wila committee to explain the nature
fairs.
and function of the Associated
THERE ARE several purposes liam Bierbaum, Union director.
Students budget, and said he and
for the evaluation. It is hoped "We will pro'l'i.de more convenistudent senators would work
that a bank of information will be ences to students depending on
closely with the ASUNM treasurformed which can be used as one where they spend their time.'' Exer, the Senate Finance Commitfactor in determining faculty ten- panding or fragmenting Union
tee, and the Campus Presidents'
ure, salary, and promotion. An- ser'l'i.ces ''is not up to us yet,"
Council in determining the budother idea behind the plan is to Bierbaum says.
EXPANSION OF the Union's
pro'l'i.de feedback for the professor
get.
which will help in impro'l'i.ng Associated Students Bookstore is
TilE ASUNM president also
teaching methods. The evaluation assured because the Bookstore "is
recommended senate action on ten
will also create material for a outgrowing its facilities," he connew programs, including creation
day
morning,
Feb.
24,
at
10
and
student course and teacher guide. tinues. "We have had to give up
Returned Peace Corps volunof a community 1·elations council
12.
At present Louis Lourig, direc- some ser'l'i.ces because of lack of
to improve communication be· teers from a variety of overseas
A completed Peace Corps ap- tor of the Data Processing Cen~ space, and this is not right.
along
with
members
of
positions
tween the University, the city,
plication, available at each of the
"The only thing the Bookstore
and the state. The council would a recruiting team currently 011 information centers, is required ter, estimates the cost of the procan
sell is service, and it should
gram at between $650~ and
coordinate efforts of the student campus will continue a week-long for admission to the test.
grow
with the campus," Bier$7700
a
year
for
his
department.
lobby, the Tutorial Council, and schedule of events through next
coffee
hour
and
disA
special
baum
asserts. Expansion within
This
figure
could
rise
or
fall
as
the student repreMntatives to the Friday, Feb. 23.
cussion
will
be
held
on
W
ednesthe
Union
building would be diffinew
problems
arise
or
more
workAlbuquerque City Commission,
Dr. Robert B. Voas, a top
day,
Feb.
21,
at
3:30p.m.
in
room
able
methods
are
devised.
All
incult,
he
says.
and would create new liaison Peace Corps official from Wash·
129 of the Union. A special fea- formation obtained will go on file
Three-hundred tons of freight
groups.
ington, last night add1·essed a ture
of
the
coffee
hour
will
be
are
delivered to the Bookstore
the center.
A curriculum improvement group from the Kiva Club regard- President Popejoy and Adminis- at THE
every
semester, and the Union's
EVALUATION
scale
to
be
committee was also suggested to ing special Corps programs for Corps mo'l'i.e on India.
location in the center of the mall
qualiused
includes
professional
propose new courses and to sup- American Indians.
ties such as competence, inspira- makes unloading very difficult, he
plement and revise existing
"l'eace pipe program" is a spetion, organization, and clarity. It says.
courses; Thorson nsked Senate to cial program designed for AmeriUNION OFFICIALS may conalso covers the personal attributes
talte action on est.ablishing a com- can Indians to serve in Latin
of the faculty, with such charac- sider locations in the Redondo
mittee this semester.
America. One Indian student
teristics as humor, appearance, Drive area near the traffic arteTHORSON also proposed estab- from UNM has already served.
ries, because the center of the>
and mannerisms listed.
lishment of an off-campus housA special Peace Corps movie
Classroom procedures are also campus may soon be open only to
ing board composed of students will be shown tomorrow night at
featured in the plan. Techniques, pedestrian traffic, Bierbaum says.
who would investigate available 7 and 10 and Sunday at 5 and 8
Moving the Bookstore out of
Tutor applications are being pace, goals, and student particirentals during the summer and in conjunction with the weekend
the
Union would free ten per
pation
are
some
factors
to
be
make the information available Film fare series, "A Thousand taken this week by the National
cent
of the area for other uses.
judged.
Student Association for any stuto students before fall-semeeter Clowns.''
(Continued on page 8)
AN
OVERALL
evaluation
folregistration.
Volunteers will man informa- dent interested in helping an ele- lows with a recommendatien and
Publicity for student ol.'ganiza- tion centers in the Union and the mentary or junior high student.
qualitative judgments about each
tions and activities would be eo· library from Monday through
The qualifications are interest professor concluding the project. Stone Poneys Tickets
ordiuatcd by a publicity agent Friday of next week. Returned
Tickets for the Stone Poneys
paid with ASUNM funds under a Pence Corps voluntcel'S will be and one free hour between S:30
concert, tonight at 8 p.m. in Johnplan announced by Tbm·son.
son Gym, are $2 and are on sale
available to answe.r questions at a.m. and 3 p.m. during the week.
Rush Dance
Applicants need not be education
"We have the best spcaltcrs
in the Union ticket office, Riedthat
time.
Phi
Sigma
Kappa
fraternity
majors and transpottation will be
program in the Western states,
ling's
and Record Rendezvous.
'l'he special 30-minute, non- furnished.
will host a tllsh dance tomorrow
but only 400 people attended the
Tickets
include admission to the
night from 8:30 to 12 at the
debate between Picl're Snlingel' competitive Pence Corps PlaceApplications
.
are
:wailable
at
King
of
Hearts dance after the
and Charles Quinn," 'l.'horson ment test will be given on Wed- thCl NSA table by the ticl,et win· house, 1515 Copper NE. All inter• concert in the llnlon Ballroom.
'l'hursday
and
Priday
at
nesday,
pointctl out. '!'he publicity agent
dow in the Union this week be- csted rushees and their dates are Tickets for the dance only will be
invited. Music vtill be provided
would be res-ponsible for distribu- 10:30, 12:30, 3:30 and 7 p.m. in tweell 9 a.m. and 4:30 l>.m., or in
75 cents at the door.
by the "Blnck Yarn.''
i.ing news releases and posters room 216 o:f the Union. Two ad· the NSA office upstairs.
ditional
tel.lts
will
be
given
Satul'doWtJtown :md on campus.
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Holding Special Program

Tutor Applications
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